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Stochastic resonant memory storage device
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We show that an extended system operating in the regime of stochastic resonance can act as a short-term
memory device. The system under study is a ring of overdamped bistable oscillators coupled directionally,
being each also subject to an external source of Gaussian white noise~the noise sources are independent!. A
single oscillator is driven by an external periodic force, assumed to act only over the time that the signal takes
to traverse the whole ring. A traveling wave is then found to be transmitted several times along the ring with
a small damping, provided that the driven oscillator operates in a regime close to stochastic resonance. If noise
is suppressed from any oscillator of the chain, the traveling wave is immediately damped. The ring is thus
found to act as a short-term memory device in which the stored information~one bit, corresponding to the
presence or absence of the external driving! is sustained by noise during a characteristic timeTmem.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.031101 PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 02.50.Ey, 87.10.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stochastic resonance~SR! is by now a well-established
phenomenon, consisting of a noise-enhanced coherenc
the output of some nonlinear systems with their input.
noise-driven, periodically modulated bistable systems
manifests itself in the enhancement of periodic transition
the frequency of the external driving. The external noise a
the periodic driving mechanism interact to produce a w
defined spike in the power spectrum of the system. The
responding signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! has a maximum when
the intensity of the external noise is properly tuned to
internal parameters of the bistable system. For larger n
amplitudes the signal is increasingly corrupted. A descript
of the theory of SR and a comprehensive review can
found in Refs.@1# and @2#.

The relevance of this phenomenon to the biophysics
neural excitation has also been investigated in great d
@3,4#. The neuron is modeled as a bistable system in wh
the two stable configurations correspond to the ‘‘quiesce
and ‘‘firing’’ states of the axon@5,6#. The relevance for neu
ral transmissionhas triggered investigations about the occ
rence of SR in extended systems. In Ref.@7#, SR is studied in
a one-dimensional array of coupled oscillators. A collect
enhancement is found, associated to a massive synchro
tion of the whole array, whenever the noise intensity is pr
erly tuned to the coupling between neighboring oscillator

The relevance of SR to the transmission of signals
tween neurons has been investigated through the occurr
of a similar process along a chain of bistable devices. T
links represent the neurons, the mutual synaptic connect
are modeled by the directional coupling of devices along
chain, and the external Gaussian noise models the ran
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~thermal! excitations of the environment to which neuro
respond. The coupling is not of a mechanical nature
rather of an electrical type and there is not any delay
sumed in the coupling between adjacent oscillators. T
model has been studied in Refs.@8–10# and @13#.

The problem of noise-sustained transmission is also
lated to spatiotemporal SR as reported in Ref.@11# ~see also
Ref. @12#!. This situation is found when a spatially extend
wavefront impinges on a subexcitable medium that is stim
lated by spatially distributed and uncorrelated noise with
Gaussian distributed amplitude. If the dispersion of the no
is properly tuned, the wave front is found to propagate w
little distortion at much longer distances and with less atte
ation than in the absence of noise. The model that we c
sider can be regarded as a toy model for this phenome
because it also involves the noise enhanced propagation
signal in a spatially extended system and the possible oc
rence of a sustained traveling wave in it.

In the present paper we address the possibility that re
berant excitations could be found in extended systems
consequence of the same transmission mechanism that
ates in an open chain. The intuitive picture is the followin
Assume that the first oscillator of the chain is driven by
weak, periodic external force and that also Gaussian nois
fed into it. If the oscillator is in the regime of SR, it wil
perform enhanced periodic transitions. The next oscillato
the chain is then driven by this signal and it is likely to al
perform similar large-amplitude oscillations. It has be
proven@13# that there is a regime in which noise is essen
to propagate the signal from one link to the next. If the ch
closes onto itself a traveling wave could then be formed, t
providing the basis for reverberant excitations to be s
tained by noise long after the external driving is turned o

II. THE SYSTEM

We consider a ‘‘transmission line’’ built fromN bistable
oscillators, such that each node feeds the next one wi
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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signal that is proportional to its oscillation amplitude. B
shaping the line as a ring, we let the signal of theNth oscil-
lator be fed back into the first one. The time evolution of t
system is thus described by the set of coupled equations

ẋn1
]V

]xn
5Fn

dr~ t !1ADGn~ t !, n51 . . .N, ~1!

wherexn is the amplitude of thenth oscillator, andV(xn) is
the corresponding double well potential with minima
depthUo located atxn56c:

V~xn!52UoS xn

c D 2F22S xn

c D 2G . ~2!

The terms ADGn(t) represent uncorrelated sources
Gaussian noise of amplitude~variance! D. Each noise has
unit power-spectral density.

The driving forceFn
dr in Eq. ~1! is taken to be propor-

tional to the amplitude of the preceding oscillator in the rin
except for one that we label withn51. That oscillator is
instead assumed to be driven by a periodic external force
also assume that there is a fixed delayt between one oscil-
lator and the next one, so that the signal spendsNt units of
time to jump across theN links of the ring. By the time the
signal reaches again the first oscillator, the external driv
force is turned off and it is replaced by the driving of theNth
~last! oscillator, thus closing the chain of mutual excitation
We thus write

Fn
dr5H e cos~vext ! for n51 and 0,t,Nt,

e8xN~ t2t!/c for n51 andt.Nt,

e8xn21~ t2t!/c for n.1 andt.~n21!t,
~3!

where the indexn is assumed to run cyclically between 1 a
N. In writing the above equations we have assumed tha
the oscillators are identical and taken units such that
damping coefficient is 1. In addition, the amplitude of t
oscillations is measured in units of the ‘‘width’’c of the
biquadratic potential.

The physical parameters of the system are the noise
plitude D, the potential depthUo , the potential well separa
tion c, the damping coefficient, the couplingse and e8, the
time delayt, and the forcing frequencyvex . We may use-
fully expressD in units of DSR;Uo/2, which is the ‘‘reso-
nant’’ value of the noise at which the first oscillator is e
pected to have the largest SNR~see Ref.@1#!.

The parameterse8 and t specify the transmission. Th
latter also fixes the input of energy coming from the exter
driving because power is fed into the system during an in
val Nt. We should therefore chooset such that Nt
@2p/vex . The parameterse ande8 specify the coupling of
the oscillators to their respective driving signals and
largely independent from each other. One should, howe
expect thate8.e because of energy considerations: pow
fed into the large amplitude oscillations must chiefly com
from the external noise. In the coupling with the extern
periodic signal, power is concentrated in the single freque
03110
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vex . The coupling between oscillators involves instead
noisy signal and therefore its power is spread over the wh
spectrum.

This setup allows a self-sustained traveling wave
propagate along the ring. In this process, noise plays
contradictory roˆles. On the one hand it causes an enhan
ment of the oscillations in each link which makes possi
the transmission but on the other, it also progressively c
rupts the signal.

The system under consideration can be regarded as o
which several time scales are involved. The shortest on
the ~infinitesimal! interval between individual stochasti
stimuli. The next one is given by the periodTex52p/vex of
the external driving force. This is large compared with t
previous one but short compared tot, that is the delay in-
volved in the transmission from one oscillator to the ne
We considert to be of the same order of magnitude asNt,
which is the time required by the signal to travel the ring
N oscillators. This assumption restricts the analysis to rin
of few oscillators. The opposite case can be analyzed a
open chain that has been considered previously in the lit
ture. In this latter case alsot loses any physical relevance

The model contains several other constants with the
mensions of time. These arec2/Uo , c2/D, c/e, and c/e8.
The first is related to the Kramers time~see Refs.@15# and
@1#! that represents the mean first-passage time or the typ
time required to escape from one of the two wells of t
potential. This Kramers estimate is made under the assu
tion that the probability density in each of the valleys of t
potential is approximately in equilibrium and given by
Gaussian centered atx56c. In order to satisfy this equilib-
rium condition, the signal frequency must be sufficien
slow, i.e., it must fulfillTex@c2/Uo . The second time con
stant is of the same order of magnitude as the first one
cause the system is assumed to operate in the regim
stochastic resonance, which links the values ofD and Uo .
The time constantc/e can be physically interpreted as th
typical time required to travel a distance equal to the wid
of the well under the influence of the external driving. Th
time scale is taken to be of the same order of magnitude
Tex . Clearlyc/e8 plays a similar role asc/e, if the external
driving is replaced by the signal of the preceding oscillator
the chain.

As long as the signal is not appreciably damped over
tervals shorter thanNt, one can define an even longer tim
scale by the typical attenuation timeTmem. In this case, the
ring can be thought to act as a memory device that stores
bit of information—corresponding to the presence or abse
of the external driving—for a time of the order ofTmem. It is
obvious that this typical decay time, if expressed in units
t has also the meaning of a decay length as the one discu
in Ref. @13#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to obtain an empirical estimate ofTmem we have
integrated Eqs.~1!. We have chosen the integration stepdt to
equal Tex/1024. We have also chosenUo5256, c54A2,
vex50.39p ande58. We have performed several numeric
1-2
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STOCHASTIC RESONANT MEMORY STORAGE DEVICE PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031101
simulations involving rings with different numbers of link
and delay timest. These are quoted in the figure captio
below. We leaveD and e8 as free parameters. Since the
two govern the transmission properties of an open chain
oscillators@13#, they are also expected to largely determi
the value ofTmem.

We have evaluated the power-spectral density of the
oscillator duringL loops of the traveling signal, averaging
over a suitable ensemble of initial conditions (;100) in or-
der to hinder fluctuations. In order to have a picture of
decaying process we perform a windowed Fourier transfo
@14#:

Xn~ f ,s!5E
2`

1`

HNt~ t2s!xn~ t !ei2p f tdt. ~4!

The window function in Eq.~4! is HNt(x)51 for uxu<Nt
and 0 otherwise. The resulting transform is a function of
frequency and of the times where the window is centered
The corresponding time-dependent power-spectral den
describes changes in a signal that has a duration equal t
width of the window ofHNt(x). In Eq. ~4! such width is
taken to beNt, consistently with the assumption that th
signal is not appreciably damped within such interval.

A contour plot of the time-dependent power-spectral d
sity is shown in Fig. 1. The occurrence of a traveling wa
with enhanced transitions as in SR can be seen as a r
located at a frequency equal to the external driving and p
allel to the time axis. The ridge is significantly longer th

FIG. 1. Contour plot of the time-dependent power-spectral d
sity obtained with the windowed Fourier transform in a ring w
N516 links, during eight complete loops. Time is expressed
units oft, which equals 8Tex ~i.e., 8192 integration time steps!. The
lowest values of the power-spectral density are shown only thro
the contour lines, whereas higher values are shaded with da
levels of gray. The highest value is represented as white. The r
associated to the traveling wave is located at the same frequen
the external driving and is shown with arrows. The dotted line
dicates the instant at which the external driving is turned off. T
noise amplitude isD50.75DSR ande8580.
03110
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Nt, thus showing that there is a remnant traveling wave e
after the moment at which the external driving is turned o

The noise corruption can be appreciated not only by
fact that this ridge becomes less prominent but also beca
the height of the landscape increases at lower frequen
and larger times~the extreme northwest part of the lan
scape!.

The relevance of noise insustainingthe traveling wave
can easily be checked by depriving of noise one of the lin
of the ring. As for an open chain@13#, we find a critical value
ecrit8 ;65 below which the traveling wave is destroyed; b
for a larger value, transmission is restored.

Below such critical value transmission is dominated
noise, while above it is increasingly due to the coupling b
tween oscillators.

In order to have a quantitative picture of the storage a
attenuation processes, we have analyzed the behavior o
signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the number of loopsL
traveled by the signal. We consider the following two re
tive attenuation coefficients~where the SNR is denoted a
R):

Ain5
@R~1!2R~2!#dB

@R~1!#dB
, ~5!

Ast5
@R~2!2R~21DL !#dB

DL@R~2!#dB
, ~6!

In Eqs.~5! and~6!, R(L) stands for the signal-to-noise rati
that corresponds to theLth loop. The notation@•••#dB indi-
cates that the quantities between brackets are measure
dB.

The coefficientAin is the relative loss in SNR from the
first to the second loop, i.e., it compares the SNRwhile the
system is being driven with thatimmediately afterthe infor-
mation has been stored. This coefficient gauges the atte
tion involved in the input process.

The quality of the storage is related toAst . This coeffi-
cient is the average relative loss in the SNRper loop over
DL loops, once the traveling wave has been stored in
ring. In Fig. 2 we plot these coefficients~expressed in %! as
a function ofD.

To evaluate Eqs.~5! and~6! we have considered a ring o
eight oscillators and performed several integrations invo
ing 4, 8, and 16 complete loops to the ring~with t corre-
sponding respectively to 32 768, 16 384, and 8192 integ
tion steps!. We have checked that the losses of SNR in
three cases are consistent with each other and that the
tive loss per loop is largely independent of the value ofDL.
The values that are plotted in the figure correspond to a
ages over these integrations.

As far as the effect of noise is concerned, the system
seen to present three different regimes. The first one is
D,0.60DSR. For these reduced levels of noise, informati
is not stored at all. This is revealed by a very high value
Ain . In spite of the fact that the excited oscillator displays
significant SNR, this is not reliably transmitted along t
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ring. In this regimeAst is not significant. A second situatio
is found for intermediate values 0.60DSR,D,0.8DSR. This
can be called the ‘‘storage regime’’ because bothAin andAst
are low and are very similar to each other. This indicates
a sizable signal has been injected into the system and
this is able to live for a long time. The optimal value ofD is
the same found in Ref.@13#. The fact thatD;DSR/A2 can
be understood because there are two sources of noise th
fed into each link of the ring coming from two uncorrelate
sources: one that feeds specifically each link and the o
that has been fed into the preceding link of the chain an
combined with its periodic oscillation to form its drivin
force.

For higher levels of noise both coefficients grow stead
indicating that the system is driven outside the regime
stochastic resonance: neither enhanced periodic oscilla
nor transmission and storage are possible anymore.

We choose to define the damping time scaleTmem intro-
duced above by assuming that the input SNR undergoe
exponential decay during the next loops, i.e.,R(t);R(L
51)exp(2t/Tmem) with t5NtL. We can therefore write

Tmem

Nt
5

L

@R~1!2R~L !#dB
. ~7!

This is justified by realizing that within the storage regim
and for moderate values ofe8, the plots of theRdB vs loop
number are very nearly straight lines.Tmem is not related
separately toAst or Ain but rather to an average of both.

In Fig. 3 we show a contour plot ofTmem expressed in
units of Nt ~or equivalently in turns! as a function ofD and
e8. The overall pattern of Fig. 3 is similar to that of th
correlation length in an open chain of oscillators@13#. They
have similar physical significances although they refer to
ferent systems. In the case of an open chain the syste

FIG. 2. The coefficientsAin ~solid symbols! andAst ~open sym-
bols! are plotted as functions ofD in units of DSR. Circles corre-
spond toe8580 and squares toe8575. The ring involvesN58
links traversed eight times, andt equals 16Tex ~i.e., 16 384 integra-
tion time steps!. The two vertical dotted lines limit the region o
good storage.
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stationary, because the external driving of the chain is ne
turned off. The present situation corresponds to a tim
decaying process, because the external driving is turned
after Nt units of time and the wave is progressively atten
ated from that moment on.

We have determined which values ofe8 correspond to the
driving signal being smaller than the noise perturbation.
find thate8.e as expected. Clearly the optimal noise amp
tude depends upone8 because this coupling magnifies bo
the ~quasi!periodic signal of the preceding oscillator and t
superimposed noise. For very low values ofD there is no
storage, because the driven oscillator is not within the s
chastic resonant regime. For very lowe8, storage is not sat-
isfactory because the oscillators are nearly uncoupled f
each other. Thus as expected, storage is also limited for l
levels of noise, independent from the value ofe8.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown the possibility that a temporal, exter
periodic stimulus persist as a traveling wave in an exten
system that is driven by noise. The physical process un
lying such short-time storage is that of SR. We have cons
ered a chain of bistable oscillators that operate in that
gime. The presence of external noise is essential
sustaining the stored information for an appreciable ti
once the external stimulus has disappeared. The storage
during which the amplitude of the traveling wave has fall
to a given fraction of its initial value can then be muc
longer than the transmission delay along the chain or
duration of the stimulus.

The storage time is a tradeoff between the intensity of
directional coupling of the oscillators and the amplitude
the external noise. The fact that all the links of the cha
operate in the regime of SR allows for the directional co
pling along the chain~as well as the one with the extern
periodic driving! to be rather weak.

Besides its possible practical applications, this setup is
example of a possible mechanism by which information

FIG. 3. Contour plot ofTmem as a function ofD and e8. D is
expressed in units ofDSR. The values ofTmemare given in units of
Nt. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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the environment can leave reverberant traces in neural lo
of the central nervous system. Ever since the suggestio
David Hartley in 1749, it has been repeatedly argued t
very short-term memories could well be represented by s
excitation patterns. If stimuli persist enough, the short-te
reverberant neural loops can stabilize through a Hebb
mechanism, giving rise to permanent synaptic alterations
correspond to long-term memories imprinted in the syste
v.

ur
.

d
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